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Div A - Traditional carved dolls, old style, revival (Hopi, Zuni)

First Place
Raymond Lalo
Hopi
“Buffalo Tail: Buffalo Maden and Buffalo Man”

Second Place
Eric Kaptionewa
Hopi
“Purity of the First Rain”

Div B - Contemporary dolls (Hopi, Zuni)

First Place
Maarita Homyuti
Hopi
“Kamaha’Nii”

Second Place
Kevin Sekakuku
Hopi
“Warrior Mouse”

Honorable Mention
Stetson Hompeytewa
Hopi
“Na-Hopi 8”

Honorable Mention
Alexander Youvella, Sr.
Hopi
“The Teck”

Div C - Non-pueblo wooden carvings

Class I – Jewelry/Lapidary
Best of Class
Robert Dale Tsosie
Navajo
Best of Class
Raymond Chee, Sr.
Navajo

Class II – Pottery
First Place
Jemez Pueblo
Autumn Borts-Medlock (Hopi, Zuni)
Style, revival (Hopi, Zuni)

Second Place
Robert Dale Tsosie
Navajo

Honorable Mention
Kevin Sekakuku
Hopi

Div D – Function objects such as boxes & arrows, cradleboards, boxes, knives, shields, furniture, lamps, bull roasters, tomahawks, beaded bottles

First Place
Ray Sheets and Jennifer Curtis
San Ildefonso
Diné and Navajo

Second Place
Leah Mata
Northern Chumash
“Blue Bird Girl”

Honorable Mention
Colette Denfort
Onieda
“Morning Sky Vase”

Div E – Cultural-based work, both traditional and decorative, inspired by tradition, e.g. sandal bands, pipes, hide paintings, masks, parfleche items, tabletops

First Place
Samuel Johnson
Santo Domingo
“Love Story”

Honorable Mention
Colette Denfort
Onieda
“Giant Brown & Black Vase”

JUDGES AWARDS
John Blessington
San Ildefonso
The Theme Award—Class VII – Diverse Art Forms

Junior Division Best of Show
Jordyn “Puweh Tsay” Atencio
Santo Domingo
“Katsina Family”

Junior Division – Jewelry and Lapidary
Best of Class
Albert Leonard Haskie
Navajo
“Treaty Calico Series Corn”

Robert Winfield
Creek
“Singing in the Grass”

Junior Division – Musical Instruments, such as Flutes
Best of Class
Navajo, Absentee Shawnee/Seminole

Emil Her Many Horses
Navajo
“Rare Birds”

Sandra Okuma
Laguna Pueblo/Hopi
“Perception”

JUDGES
Sam Deen
Grand Traverse Band of Ottawa & Chippewa Indians
ANDY EISENBERG AWARD

JUDGES BY CATEGORY
CLASS I – JEWELRY/LAPIDARY
Dexter Grillo
Sam Deen
Robert Winfield

CLASS II – POTTERY
Jill Giller
Jill Hilleberg Yohe, PhD
Sam Deen

CLASS III – PAINTINGS, DRAWINGS, GRAPHICS, AND PHOTOGRAPHY
Kevin Cochwynytewa (Sleta)
Navajo/Picuris Pueblo

PATTY HABERMAN AWARD

CLASS IV – WOODEN CARVINGS

Robert Rockwell

CLASS V – SCULPTURE

Class VI – Textiles, Weavings, and Clothing
Best of Class
Robert Dale Tsosie
Navajo/Picuris Pueblo
“Pueblo Starship”

Mark Fischer
Laguna Pueblo/Hopi
“V Sculpture, Div A”

Tricia Loscher

CLASS VII – VASCULAR

Jill Giller
Jill Hilleberg Yohe, PhD
Sam Deen

CLASS VIII – BASKETS

Sam Deen

JUDGES

Class IX – Baskets

Jill Giller
Jill Hilleberg Yohe, PhD
Sam Deen

Class X – Photography

Sam Deen

Class XI – Ceramics

Jill Hilleberg Yohe, PhD
Sam Deen
Robert Winfield

Class XII – Pottery

Jill Giller
Jill Hilleberg Yohe, PhD
Sam Deen

Class XIII – Wooden Carvings

Sam Deen

JUDGES

Sam Deen

Class XIV – Sculpture

Jill Giller
Jill Hilleberg Yohe, PhD
Sam Deen

JUDGES

Sam Deen

Class XV – Ceramics

Jill Giller
Jill Hilleberg Yohe, PhD
Sam Deen

JUDGES

Sam Deen

Class XVI – Wooden Carvings

Jill Giller
Jill Hilleberg Yohe, PhD
Sam Deen

JUDGES

Sam Deen

Class XVII – Photography

Jill Giller
Jill Hilleberg Yohe, PhD
Sam Deen

JUDGES

Sam Deen

Class XVIII – Baskets

Jill Giller
Jill Hilleberg Yohe, PhD
Sam Deen

JUDGES

Sam Deen

Class XIX – Ceramics

Jill Giller
Jill Hilleberg Yohe, PhD
Sam Deen

JUDGES

Sam Deen

Class XX – Wooden Carvings

Jill Giller
Jill Hilleberg Yohe, PhD
Sam Deen

JUDGES

Sam Deen

Class XXI – Sculpture

Jill Giller
Jill Hilleberg Yohe, PhD
Sam Deen

JUDGES

Sam Deen

Class XXII – Pottery

Jill Giller
Jill Hilleberg Yohe, PhD
Sam Deen

JUDGES

Sam Deen

Class XXIII – Wooden Carvings

Jill Giller
Jill Hilleberg Yohe, PhD
Sam Deen

JUDGES

Sam Deen

Class XXIV – Sculpture

Jill Giller
Jill Hilleberg Yohe, PhD
Sam Deen

JUDGES

Sam Deen

Class XXV – Pottery

Jill Giller
Jill Hilleberg Yohe, PhD
Sam Deen

JUDGES

Sam Deen

Class XXVI – Wooden Carvings

Jill Giller
Jill Hilleberg Yohe, PhD
Sam Deen

JUDGES

Sam Deen

Class XXVII – Sculpture

Jill Giller
Jill Hilleberg Yohe, PhD
Sam Deen

JUDGES

Sam Deen

Class XXVIII – Pottery

Jill Giller
Jill Hilleberg Yohe, PhD
Sam Deen

JUDGES

Sam Deen

Class XXIX – Wooden Carvings

Jill Giller
Jill Hilleberg Yohe, PhD
Sam Deen

JUDGES

Sam Deen

Class XXX – Sculpture

Jill Giller
Jill Hilleberg Yohe, PhD
Sam Deen

JUDGES

Sam Deen

Class XXXI – Pottery

Jill Giller
Jill Hilleberg Yohe, PhD
Sam Deen

JUDGES

Sam Deen

Class XXXII – Wooden Carvings

Jill Giller
Jill Hilleberg Yohe, PhD
Sam Deen

JUDGES

Sam Deen

Class XXXIII – Sculpture

Jill Giller
Jill Hilleberg Yohe, PhD
Sam Deen

JUDGES

Sam Deen

Class XXXIV – Pottery

Jill Giller
Jill Hilleberg Yohe, PhD
Sam Deen

JUDGES

Sam Deen

Class XXXV – Wooden Carvings

Jill Giller
Jill Hilleberg Yohe, PhD
Sam Deen

JUDGES

Sam Deen

Class XXXVI – Sculpture

Jill Giller
Jill Hilleberg Yohe, PhD
Sam Deen

JUDGES